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of the proton group leading to the 1.22-Mev Zr" state.
This is shown in Fig. 4. Cohen finds the same distribu-
tion for this state' and makes a 3s1i2 assignment for the
state.

Figure 5 shows the total angular distribution for two
proton groups, one leading to the 2.07-Mev state and
the other to the 2.19-Mev state. The data indicated
that the angular distributions for the two groups were
different but they could not be measured separately.
The curve in Fig. 5 represents a 2dai2 shell-model state
and is the experimental distribution for the ground-
state group multiplied by 0.67. This curve is subtracted
from the data and the resultant angular distribution is
shown in Fig. 6. This distribution is fitted by a g-wave

TABx,z I. A comparison of the experimental and calculated
reduced widths relative to the ground state.
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& This column shows the experimental reduced widths relative to the
ground state when the Butler theory is assumed.

b This column shows calculated reduced widths relative to the ground
state using harmonic oscillator wave functions for the neutron.

Butler curve. The expectation of shell-model states leads
to a 2d@~ assignment for the 2.07-Mev Zr" state and a
1g7/2 assignment for the 2.19-Mev state.

Complete angular distributions were not measured
for the other proton groups. A partial angular distribu-
tion for the proton group to the 2.56-Mev state was
peaked at large angles. It is consistent with the expected
1h11)2 state but a definite assignment is not possible.

CONCLUSIONS

Angular distributions were measured for proton
groups leading to four energy levels in Zr". All of the
distributions were consistent with Butler theory calcu-
lations and shell-model expectations. Distorted-wave
calculations by Tobocman' also support the assign-
ments given here. Tobocman has calculated the distri-
butions for the ground-state group and for the first
excited state group and his assignments agree with the
ones given here.

Finally, an extraction of the relative reduced widths
of the states can be made by using the Butler theory.
A comparison of the experimental widths with calcu-
lated widths is shown in Table I.
"W. Tobocman (private communication).
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We present a method for treating the following quantum me-
chanical three-body problem: to 6nd the ground-state eigenvalue
and eigenfunction for a system of three identical particles between
any pair of which there is an attractive central force. An essential
point of the method is to assume the wave function%' has a special
analytic form, +=0(r», g3)+g (r», yz)+0(r&a, p&), where r&r

=r&—rr, gr=r3 ——,'(r&+r2) and r», pr and r„3, p~ are de6ned
analogously. The Schrodinger equation for the system can then
be written as an integral equation for @(k,x), the Fourier trans-
form of P. We expand this in Legendre polynomials,

y(k, v) = Z y~(k, g)I'((cosy),
E=O

and this yields a set of coupled integral equations for tfte y~(p &)
These can be truncated and to a good approximation one can
neglect all @& except @o, thereby reducing the problem to a single
integral equation for a function of two variables.

We propose an iterative scheme for solving this equation for the
ground-state eigenfunction, and suggest a simple but accurate
nonvariational method for deriving the energy eigenvalue there-
from. We test this proposed solution by working it out in detail
for the case of exponential interparticle potentials. The results
for the eigenvalue compare favorably with variational calcula-
tions by other authors. Finally, we discuss the accuracy of the
approximations and the possible sources of error in the wave
Iunction.

I. INTRODUCTION

'& this paper we consider the quantum-mechanical
~ - problem of finding the ground-state energy eigen-
value and eigenfunction for a system of three identical
particles in which identical attractive forces act be-

~ Operated with support from the U. S. Army, Navy, and Air
Force.

tw.een each pair. The general features of the method we
discuss are applicable to other three-body and many-
body problems, but for reasons that are more or less
obvious the symmetrical three-body problem we men-
tion is the simplest of these. The results we get in this
problem are encouraging enough to make it hopeful
that progress can be made along similar lines in mor
complicated problems. The symmetrical problem we dis-
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cuss is related to, but is one step closer to reality than
one we have previously discussed, ' in which we did not
consider that potentials acted between pairs of par-
ticles, but instead required that the wave function
satisfy a boundary condition at a prescribed inter-
particle distance. The relation between the two prob-
lerns lies in the special functional form we choose for
the wave function $Eq. (10) of this paper]; this form
is essentially the same in both cases, account being
taken of the differences between boundary conditions
and potentials. One point of this paper is to emphasize
that this form has special advantages; these are pointed
out at appropriate places in the paper.

The method presented here is an approximate one,
but it is not a variational method, and it has the ad-
vantage over the variational method that one can esti-
mate the errors of the approximations that it is neces-
sary to make.

The plan of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II we
write some well known but basic equations. In Sec. III
we discuss the motivation and the rationale for the
particular form of the wave function mentioned above,
and we write the Schrodinger equation for this form of
the wave function as an integral equation in momentum
space. In Sec. IV we expand this integral equation in
partial waves to give an infinite set of coupled integral
equations, and suggest how this set may be truncated,
reducing it to a single integral equation for a function
of two variables. In Sec. V we discuss an approximate
solution for the ground-state eigenvalue and eigen-
function of this equation. In Sec. VI we work out this
solution in detail for interparticle potentials of ex-
ponential shape. In Sec. VII we estimate the errors in
the various approximations that must be made in de-
riving these results.

II. SOME BASIC EQUATIONS

Let r~, r2, r3 be the position vectors of the three
particles in some reference frame. Then the Schrodinger
equation we wish to solve is, in the usual notation,

ts
(V1'+V2'+Vs')+V(r12)+V(r, s)+V(rss) ~O

2

of these pairs on an equal footing. These pairs are

r12 rl r2 and ys r3 2 (rl+r2) (2a)

or
r13——r1—rs and ps= r, ——,'(r1+rs),

1'23= rs —rs aIld ps= r1 2 (rs+ rs). (2c)

These sets of coordinates are of course not independent.
The linear relations among them are of the form, for
example,

r13 pl+ sr23 r12 pl 2r231

y2 —4r23—
~ y~, y3 ——~r23 —2p~.

3 1 3' 1 (3)

Of course, Eq. (1) has the same form in either of the
coordinate sets (2a), (2b), (2c). For example, in r12, lss

coordinates it is

Now we wish to write the integral equation equiva-
lent of Eq. (4) (or of the other two similar equations).
It is convenient to have a notation that deals with
these three equations in a symmetrical way. Consider
the coordinates r~2, gs, which in the center of mass
system define the configuration of the particles. The
same configuration is defined by r~3, p2 or r~3, y~, if
these pairs are connected by equations like (3). Thus
we can think of any one of the three pairs of coordi-
nates (2a), (2b), (2c) as a kind of six-vector which de-
fines the configuration, just as in three dimensions one
can have different vectors (with different origins) which
describe the same point in space. We shall let P stand
for this general "point" in the six-dimensional con-
figuration space, and 4' mill be a function of it. Stated
differently, this simply means that P can be considered
to be either r~2, yaor r23, y~ or ri~, y2, as we wish. Then
the integral equation equivalent of (4) (or of its other
two variants) is

+(P) = t +(P')v, (P')Gx(P —P')dP',

(V~12 +3VP3 )++ Lv( r12) +v( rl )3+ v( r23) ]+ It + (4)

where for a bound state (E negative), we use the
definitions

E'=
i
Ei/h' ( )=srsV( )/5'.

=1W. (1) where
v, (P)=v(r„)+v(r, s)+v(r, s).

As the notation indicates, the potential energy is taken
to be the sum of central potentials acting between each
of the three-pairs. %'ith a potential of this kind we can
separate oG the center-of-mass motion and so we intro-
duce the center-of-mass coordinate R=-', (r1+rs+rs).
In addition to R there are three equivalent pairs of co-
ordinates that one might use to define the positions of
the particles, and it is part of our method to treat each

L. Eyges, Phys. Rev. 115, 1643 (1959).

The subscript t stands for "total." The function
Gx(P—P') which appears in Eq. P) is a Green's func-
tion for Eq. (4). It has three equivalent forms corre-
sponding to the three sets of coordinates (2). For ex-

ample, in r~2 y3 coordinates it is

1 r t expLik (r» —r»')+sr(ps —ys')]
Gx=

(22r)'" ~ k'+-'~'+E'

)&dkch. (7)
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It is obvious from this that G~ satisfies

(~ "12 +KP3 + )GK ~(r12 r12 )&(y8—y8'), (&)

and this last equation can be used directly to show that
the integral equation (5) is indeed equivalent to the
Schrodinger equation (4).

III. SPECIAL FORM FOR THE W'AVE FUNCTION,
AND THE EQUATION DETERMINING IT

We now wish to write the wave function in a special
analytic form, which, as we shall try to show, has
special advantages. To introduce this form, let us as-
sume for the moment that we knew the wave function
in some form, not necessarily analytic; for example we
might suppose we were given the wave function as a
multidimensional table, one entry for each small volume
element in configuration space. Suppose now we wished
to use this wave function to integrate over the primed
variables on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) and so
obtain an analytic form for P. This integration is the
sum of three integrals, remembering that v, (P) is given
by Eq. (6). Consider the integration over the first
potential 2 (r») that appears in vi. In integrating over
it we can express the Green's function in r~2, p3 co-
ordinates and the integration then gives rise to a func-
tion of r», gs which we call it » and which is defined by

412(ris, g8) = +(P')s(r»')

XGK(r12—r12', y8
—g3')dr12'dy8'. (9a)

By doing the analogous thing for the other two poten-
tials entering into vt, we are led to two other functions
i/is and $28

&18(ris, y2) = +(P )2 (r18 )

XGK(r13—r13 p2 p2 )dr13 dg2', (9b)

$28(r23 Pl) +(P )2 (r28 )

XGK(r28 r28 pl gl )«23 dpi ~ (9c)

From the way in which we have derived. these equations
it is clear that

+(p) $12(r12 g)+It'13(r13 g2)+$28(r23 gl) ~ (10)

This is the form of the wave function to which we refer
in the introduction.

We now discuss the reasons for choosing to write the
wave function in the form (10). To do this we digress
for a moment to consider a well-known problem which
is mathematically similar to, but simpler than the
three-body problem. This is the problem of a single
particle bound to more than one fixed potential (for

example a one-electron multicenter problem, like the
hydrogen molecule-ion). To be concrete, suppose we
simply have two spherically symmetric potentials, one
centered at di and the other at d2. If ri and r2 refer to
coordinate systems centered at each potential, then
the potential energy of the system is V(ri)+V(r2).
Now an integral equation identical in form to Eq. (5)
holds for this system, except that the symbols must be
reinterpreted. For this case P means a three-dimensional
position vector, call it r; the Green s function is
GK(r —r') the ordinary three-dimensional Green's
function; and tt, is just v(ri)+v(r2). '

This problem is suggestive for the three-body one in
the following way. A standard and advantageous way
of writing the wave function in this problem is the so-
called LCAO (linear combination of atomic orbitals)
representation. In this one tries to express the solution
as a sum of two functions (orbitals) the first orbital in
coordinates appropriate to the first potential, and the
second in coordinates appropriate to the second. The
advantage of this procedure is that each of the "orbi-
tals" at least qualitatively resembles the wave function
of a particle bound to a single potential and a corollary
of this is that an expansion of the orbitals in partial
waves converges well. This is a very important ad-
vantage. We can see this if we consider the two limiting
cases of the potentials very close together and very far
apart. When the potentials are very close together there
is not much diGerence between a single-center repre-
sentation (the wave function expressed in terms of a
single coordinate system, say halfway between the
potentials) and the LCAO multicenter representation.
But when the potentials are far apart the two-center
representation is much more compact. For in it the
wave function essentially becomes two 5 waves, one
about each potential. If, however, we were to try to
expand these two S waves in terms of the single center
representation the convergence would be very poor
indeed. The simple LCAO description involving essen-
tially a single-particle wave becomes a slowly convergent
one involving many partial waves.

To return now to our three-body problem, it is the
same convergence advantage we seek in writing the
wave function in the form (10).For we have done here,
in the higher dimensional space corresponding to r~2, y3,
etc. , exactly the same thing as in the LCAO case. We
have three potentials, and there is an obvious set of
coordinates appropriate to each. We have then tried to
write the solution as a sum of "two-body orbitals, " i.e.,
as a sum of three functions, each one in the coordinates
appropriate to a given potential. We hope then, and we
shall see later that this hope is fulhlled, that these
"orbital" functions have a rapidly convergent partial
wave expansion. This is an important and even decisive
advantage of writing the wave function in the form (10).

Now we return to the discussion of Eqs. (9a,b,c) for

2 For this case 2(r) =2ngV(r)/A2 and E2=2m(L~')/A2
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the three-body problem. %e have defined three dif-
ferent functions f~s, P~s, |II ss. But since the problem is
symmetric (identical masses for the particles and
identical potentials acting between them) it is clear
that at least for the ground state, a state of maximum
symmetry, that all these functions have the same
functional form, e.g., that It ~s is the same function of
r~s, ys that ass is of rss, y&. Hence the subscripts on
these functions are superQuous and we can call them
all It.

12 13 23= ~

Thus, the three equations (9) are in fact identical and
we need consider only one of them, say the first. This
becomes, substituting on the right-hand side for %(P')
from Eq. (10) and dropping the subscripts according
to Eq. (11),

4'(r», ys)=~ J v(res')

XL4 (r»', Is')+It (r„',ys')+ p(rss', gi')]

XGx(r&s —r»', ys
—Iss')dr&s'dys'. (12)

equation for Q:

y(k, ~)=— I
s (r)

(2~s) (hs+-s»s+&s) ~ "

X($(k',v) expLir. (k' —k)]+&(-,'k', k' —2v)

XexpLir (k' —k—-,'x]+p(-,'k', k' —2ss)

XexpLir (—k' —k+sv)])dk'dr. (14)

IV. PARTIAL WAVE EXPANSION AND THE
FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION

In Eq. (14), g(k, v) is ostensibly a function of the
two variables k and x, i.e., a function of six scalar vari-
ables. But for the symmetrical ground state, which we
assume to be an S state (L=O) symmetry considera-
tions limit the functional dependence much more
severely. Returning to P(r~s, ys) for a moment, we ob-
serve that if this corresponds to an S state it cannot
single out a direction in r12, p3 space, but must depend
only on I'», y3 and the angle between them. A similar
remark then applies to the dependence of p on k and x;
P must be a function only of h, » and k x. In this case
we can expand it in the following form

This is our basic equation. It is a homogeneous integral
equation for the unknown function It, and being homo-
geneous presumably has solutions only for certain
values of E, the eigenvalues we seek.

The integration in Eq. (12) is over r„' and ys'. We
must then have the integrand completely expressed in
these variables, and that means that we must express
P(rss', ys') and P(rss', p~') in terms of them. The obvious
way to do this is to express these functions as Fourier
integrals, in which the dependence on r13', g2' and
lss ls] is in an exponent, and then use Eqs. (3) to
transform from one coordinate .system to another.
Accordingly we write, e.g. ,

@(k,ss) =P gs(h, »)P~(cosy),
1=0

where y is the angle between k and x. If we put this
into Eq. (14) we can then. equate coefficients of Ps(cosy)
on the left- and right-hand sides and so get an infinite
set of coupled equations for the functions ps(h, »). We
derive these equations now.

Since p depends only the angle between k and ss, it
is permissible (and convenient) to take x along the s
axis. For the other two vectors r, k', that appear in
Eq. (14) we specify that they, resepctively, make angles
8 and p' with the s axis. Then in the integrand of Eq.
(14) we can write

f
4'(rss, ys) =

i

~ y(k, v) expLi(k rgs+x gs)]dkdx
(2 )~J J

and

y(k', x) =Q y((h', »)P((cosy' ),
l=0

(16)

@(k,x) exp$ik (-,'res —
lss)

(2sr)s&

iss (4s r»—+ ss lss)]dkd v. (1,3)

where we have used rss= r»/2 —
ys, lss = —3r»/4 ——', ps.

Having defined P for the reasons given above it turns
out that it is in fact easier to work with g than with f
itself. Hence we Fourier transform Eq. (12) using Eq.
(13) and the integral representation for the Green's
function. This leads to an eight-fold integration on the
right-hand side of the transformed Eq. (12), but some
of the integrations lead to 6 functions and the right-
hand side simpliles considerably, to give the following

y(-', I ', k' —2~) =P y, (-,'h' (h'+4. —4h'» cos&)&)
l=0

or with the definition

( k' (k' —2ss)
XP,

l

& Ik'I
I
(k' —2 ) I

&

h(cosy') = (h"+4»' 4h'» cosy')', —

@(sk', k' —2x)=P Ps(sh', h(cosy' ))
L=O

f k' 2» cos7'y—
XP

~
~. (17)

h(cosy') ]
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Now we expand the exponentials in the integrals in do the integration over the solid angle of QI, (dQk
(14) using, as necessary, either the general formula =2sk" sing'dk'dy') we find that (25) becomes

oo l

exp(ia b)=4m. + Q i'p'((&b)Y& (Q,)Yp *(Qs) (18) 2~ () pp (&k'h( '))p

or the special case of it when b is along the s axis, and n
is the angle between a and the s axis X( Q i'&(2ls+1)j&s(k'r)Pls(cos8)Pls(cosy' ))

l2=0

exp (ia b) =P i'(2l+1)j&(ab)P&(cosn).
l=o

We consider the erst integral in Eq. (14)

(19) XexpL —ir (k+-,'x)]k" sing'dk'dy'dr. (26)

Now since a is along the s axis,

s(r)p(k', x) expPir (k' —k)]dk'dr exPL —ir sx]= P (—i)"(2ls+1)jets(slur)Pts(cos8).
l3=0

Also

where

' y(k', x)w(k —k')dk', (20)
expL ir —k]=4s Q Q (—i)'j, (kr) Yr„(Q„)Y(~*(QI,).

l=p m=—l

w(k —k') = s(r) exp(i(k —k') r]dr. (21)

If v is a function only of the magnitude of r, as the
notation indicates, w is a function only of

~
k —k' ~. We

use the expansion (18) for exp(ik r) and exp( —ik' r)
and do the integration over the solid angle dQ„ to get

w(k —k') =4s Q P w((k, k') Yr~*(Qs) Y(„(Qs.), (22)
l=p m=—l

where

Putting these into Eq. (25) and doing the integration
over the solid angle dQ„, we find that by orthogonality
all terms with m/0 integrate to zero and we are left
with

~M 7P OD ~CO

(2s-)' sing'dy' sin8d8 r'dr k"dk'
0 ~0 ~0 p

(k' —21' cosy'y
X s(r) P Pit(-', k', h(cosy'))Pit~

iI=0 h (cosy' )

w&(k, k') =4s
„

tt(r) j&(kr)j&(k'r)r'dr.
Mp

(23)
XL Q (2ls+1)i"j&s(k'r)Pis(cos8)Pis(cosy')]

l2=0

We put the expansion (23) into Eq. (20) and do the
integration over the solid angle of dQs and (20) becomes

s(r)p(k', v) expLir (k' —k)]dk'dr

oo

=4s (P p~(k', s)Pr(cosy' ))J J ~=s

X(Q P wit(k&k ) Yltmt (Qs) Yltmt(Qs ))k dk dQss
iI=0 mI —lI

X L P (2ls+1) (—i) "jets(-, le)Pts(cos8)]
l3=0

XLQ (21+1)(—i)'j&(kr)P&(cos8)P&(cosy)] . (27)
l=p

This is the expansion in terms of P~(cosy) that we seek.
Ke simplify its aspect by defining a function 8'„,&,

W„„(k,k', ~) =4s. s(r)j„(kr)j,(k'r) j,(slur)r'dr, (28)
0

=41l Q~ Pr(cosp) $((k K) (kw, kr')k"dk' (24) and use the well-known result for the integral of three
Legandre polynomials

This is the desired expansion in P~(cosy). Now we
consider the second integral

)I ) s(r)y(-', k', k' —2v.)

Xexp[ir (k' —k ——,'x)]dk'dr (25)

p 1l ls lsq '
PrPtsPts sin8d8—=C(/, ls, ls) = 2

( (»)
&0 o 0&

'

where in the notation of Edmonds'
0 0 0 is a3 l 12 l3 ~

3 A. R. Edmonds, Angular &omertu' in Quaeturn Mechalics
If we use Eq. (17), expand exp(ir k') by Eq. (18) and (Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1951).
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3-j coefficient. With these definitions, (26) becomes

m. Q (2l+1)(—i)'Pi(cosy) siny'dy' k"dk' Q Q Q (2lp+1)(2lp+1)i"(—i)'egii(-,'k', h(cosy' ))
lM 4 0 lI~ lP=O l3=0

(k' —2» cosy')
XPii~ ~

Wiipip(k, k', »)C(l, /p, lp)Pip(cosy') . (30)
h(cosy' )

We do a similar expansion for the last integral in Kq. (14), which simply involves replacing i by i in tw—o
places and put it, Eq. (30), and Eq. (24) back into (14) and equate coefficients of Pi(cosy) to get the final set
of coupled equations for the functions pi(k, »)

yi(k, ») =— 1
pi(k', »)w( (k,k') k"dk'+ (—i) '

~

siny'dy' ' k"dk'
2m'(k'+-P»'+E') ~ p J0 ~0

00 oo 00 t'k' —2» cosy' yp i'~+ip(2l, +1)(2l,+1)(( )ip+( ) p)pi, (,k'~h(cosy'))Pii~
iI=0 l2=0 l3~ h(cosy') )

XWiiplp(k, k')»)C(l)lp)l p)P/p(cosy ) . (31)

One point of writing the wave function as we did

was the expectation that this would lead to a good con-

vergence for the expansion (15). In the light of this we

shall, in this section, discuss the equation obtained by
truncating Eqs. (31) and keeping only the first term,
i.e., assuming only Pp is different from zero. We esti-

mate the error involved in this truncation in Sec. VII;

for the moment we simply take it as a working
hypothesis.

In Eq. (31) then, we set l=0 and on the right-hand
side retain only the 6rst term in the sum over l&. With
l=0, C(0,lp, lp) is zero unless lp ——lp so the double sum
over /2 and l3 reduces to a single one. Finally we set
y=cosp' and get the basic homogeneous integral equa-
tion for pp(k, »),

00

@p(k,») =-

p�p(k',

»)wp (k,k') k"dk'
2s.2 (k2+ P»2+ +2)

+
~

k' dk pp(pk', (k"+4»' —4k'»y)'*) P (2l+1)II'pii(k, k', »)Pi(y)dy (32)
0 —1 LM

V. APPROXIMATE SOLUTION: ALGORITHM
FOR THE EIGENVALUE

In this section we study Eq. (32) and propose a
method for Qzding its lowest eigenvalue and corre-
sponding eigenfunction.

We erst note that the interparticle potential enters
Kq. (32) through wp(k, k') and lFpii(k, k', »). For a given
potential shape each of these quantities is proportional
to the potential slremglh, and the solution of Eq. (32)
gives IC as a function of this strength. In what follows
it is convenient to turn the problem around and to
imagine that IC is given, and the potential strength is
the eigenvalue we seek. This is equally acceptable, since
it enables us to Qnd what we want, the relation between
potential strength and the eigenvalue E.

Supposing E given, one obvious way to try to solve
Kq. (32) is by iteration, i.e., by putting some reasonable
approximation for gp into the integrals on the right of

Eq. (32) and getting an improved approximation to pp
on the left-hand side. This is the method we adopt.
Before we expand on it, however, it is worth comment-
ing brieQy on the solution of an equation which re-
sembles Eq. (32) somewhat, although it is much
simpler. This is the equation which is the analog of
Eq. (32) for a two-body system, i.e., of two particles
bound by a potential v(r).

If we call Qpp(k) the S-wave part of the momentum
space wave function, then happ(k) satisfies the following
equation, which is derived in the Appendix:

1
,
" happ(k')wp(k, k')k"dk'. (33)

2~'(k'+E') ~

This equation can be solved exactly for the exponential
potential, and the results are given in the Appendix.
The points we wish to make about it are two. First,
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for forces of finite range t i.e. , for which v(r) is essentially
zero when r is greater than some radius rpj, the be-
havior of Qpp(k) for small k is given by the factor 1/
(E'+k')that stands in front of the integral. This is
because this factor is the Fourier transform of e «'/r,
the space wave function for r) ro. The smaller ro is the
larger the range of k over which 1/(E'+k') is a good
approximation to the wave function. The second point
is that if one tries an iteration procedure with this
equation, using 1/(E'+k') as the zeroth order iterating
function, one gets quite good results, even the first
iterate being a fair approximation to the wave function.
Results of such an iteration aYe derived in the Appendix
and plotted in Fig. 3.

These results make it at least suggestive that a similar
iteration procedure can be applied to Eq. (32) for the
three-body problem. Again a reasonable first approxima-
tion to Pp(k, «) is the function that stands in front of the
integral, namely 1/(k'+~o«'+E'). The reason is the
same as in the two-body case: for short-range forces
this factor is essentially the Fourier transform of that
part of the coordinate space function P(r, p) which cor-
responds to free motion of the particles, i.e., when they
are outside the range of each others force. As the range
of the forces gets smaller, one wouM expect that the
range of k and «over which 1/(k'+4«'+E') is a good
approximation to the wave function becomes larger and
larger. Actually it is not difficult to imagine better first
iterates but we shall confine ourselves to this one, since
our aim in this paper is as much to establish the general
validity of the equations and estimate the errors of the
various approximations as to get very precise numerical
results. Moreover, as we shall see shortly, one can find

quite a precise eigenvalue with even a relatively poor
wave function, and in any case it is always interesting
to see how far one can get with the simplest
approximation.

Assuming we have found ~to(k, «), by iteration or
otherwise, the question remains: how to find the rela-
tion between E and the potential strength? Of course,
this could be done variationally, but this has the great
disadvantage that the integrals that arise are tedious,
if they can be done at all. Here we shall present a
method which is very much simpler, which appears to
be accurate, and which seems to share the virtue of the
variational method that the accuracy of the eigen-
value is appreciably better than the accuracy of the
eigenfunction.

We begin the discussion of this method by setting
«=0 in Eq. (32). On the left this gives Qo(k, O). Now,
this quantity has a simple interpretation in terms of

f(r, g). For we have from the inverse of Eq. (13)

1
g(k, ~)= ~f(r, y) exp[ i(k r+—x y)]drdy,

(2~)o»

it p(k, 0) =— 1 t." 2$o(-', k', k')
y, (k', 0) 1+

2''(k'+E') ~ o go(k', 0)

Xwo(k k')k"dk'. (34)

Except for the factor in curly brackets this equation
looks very much like the two-body equation (33). We
can put it into an even more similar form in the follow-

ing way. We define a function g(k):

2yp(-,'k, k) ) l

g(k)=
i

1+
Po(k, 0) ]

Then Eq. (34) can be written

(35)

g(k)yo(k, 0)=— f'
g(k')yo(k', 0)

2~'(k'+E') ~ o

Xwo(k, k') g(k) g (k') k"dk'.

If now we define new "effective" functions,

and

we find that

y,«(k) =g(k)yp(k, O)

w.ii (k,k') =wo (k,k')g (k)g (k'),

(36)

(37)

4.«(k) =—
00

P.ii(k')w, «(k,k')k"dk'. (3S)
2m'(k'+E') ~ o

This has just the form of Eq. (33), the two-body equa-
tion in momentum space. The ground-state eigenvalue
of the three-body problem is the lowest eigenvalue of
this "effective" two-body equation. We can express
this in terms of an eQective space potential if we re-
member that in an equation like (38) w, «defines an
effective potential v,«(r), using Eq. (AS) of the
Appendix.

v3
«(r) = wp(k, 0)g(k) jp(kr)k'dk.

2s' p

(39)

Thus P(k,0) is the Fourier transform of a kind of
"eGective radial wave function, "by which we mean the
wave function P(r, y) integrated over the variable p,
and Pp(k, 0) is of course the S-wave part of it (k,0). Then
it is not too surprising that, as we shall see, pp(k, 0)
satisfies an equation which closely resembles a two-body
S-wave equation.

From the defining equation (28) we see that

Wpii (k,k', 0)

is different from zero only for t=0. If then we set
«=0 in Eq. (32) the sum over / reduces to a single term.
Moreover,

Wooo(k, k', 0)=wo(k, k'),

so that Eq. (32) becomes, with a little rearrangement,

y(k, 0)=
(2«)o~

exp( ik —r) ) P(r, y)dy dr.
We now briefly discuss the physical meaning of this
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effective potential. As we shall see later, g(k) is a slowly
varying function of k whose average magnitude is
somewhat larger than unity (and is in fact between
unity and the square root of three). Thus i&,«(r) is
somewhat larger than i&(r). To see why this must be so,
consider the potential energy which is felt by one par-
ticle, call it particle 1. When all three particles are far
apart, its potential energy is zero (for short-range
forces). When particle 1 is close to particle 2 and the
third is far away, then the erst particle feels a potential
i&(r). If however particle 2 and 3 coincide, particle 1
feels the central potential 3p(r). Finally, when particles
2 and 3 are close, but do not coincide, particle 1 sees a
potential which is no longer spherically symmetric, and
which has a magnitude between n(r) and 3i&(r). Equa-
tion (39) is then the mathematical statement of this
situation in which one particle "screens" the other.
This is very similar to the He atom, for example, where
crudely one can say that one electron "screens" the
nucleus so that the second electron feels a weakened
value of the nuclear charge. Of course the "screening"
we describe above works in the opposite direction: it
effectively strengthens the interparticle potential, but
physically it is the same mechanism.

We can then find the eigenvalue of the three-body
problem if we can calculate i&,«(r), which means that
we must be able to calculate the ratio gp(-', k,k)/pp(k, O).
To calculate this ratio we will of course use the approxi-
mate iterated solutions described above. The point we
wish to emphasize is that this ratio turns out to be a
very slowly varying function of k, and it seems very
likely that in forming it from an approximate or inexact
@p, that the accuracy of the ratio is much better than
the accuracy of either the numerator or denominator,
any errors in the function gp itself tending to cancel
out. The situation is perhaps similar to that in the
variational principle, where even an inaccurate wave
function can lead to a relatively accurate eigenvalue.
The difference of course is that the variational principle
is based on a mathematical theorem, and the "principle"
we have stated above is simply based on hope. One test
of these ideas is of course to try them on some special
potential, and compare the results with other calcula-
tions, where they exist. This is done in the next section.

VI. EXAMPLE: EXPONENTIAL POTENTIAL

We shall work out the method outlined above for the
specie, l case of exponential interparticle potentials. The
exponential potential has the advantage that it is one
of the few continuous potentials for which the two-body
problem (for l=0) can be solved and this simplifies
somewhat the numerical calculations for the three-body
problem. In this section we shall make whatever ap-
proximations we consider necessary without trying to
justify them at the time. In the next section we then
discuss the accuracy of these approximations.

The exponential interparticle potential i&(r) is

written as
(r) = —bpe F/d—

We use the following notation for the iteration pro-
cedure. We call the zeroth order iterate PpiP&. As we
have discussed, this is just the factor4 that stands in
front of the integral in Eq. (32):

yp(p&—
k'+-'~'+E'

(42)

The first iterate gp&'& is of course the function obtained
by putting this into the right-hand side of Eq. (32) and
evaluating the integral, and the eth iterate Pp'"& is
defined analogously, although in practice of course one
is limited to one or possibly two analytic iterations,
since the complexity of the integrations grows rapidly
with ri. From Eq. (32) the first iterate is

1 ("w p(k, k') k"dk'
yp~'& (k,~) =

kP+P~2++2 J k~2+ P~2+EP

P (2l+1)Wp»(k, k', ~)Pi (y) dy
~00 pi Z=o

+ktQJ
0 —1 k"+3~'—3k'zy+E'

(43)

To help in doing the integrations, we expand the de-
nominator in the second integral in Eq. (43)

1 (3k'~y)
(44)

+2+k&2+3g2 3k&gy ~ p (+2+k~p+3~2)m+1

We then have

ypo& (k,~) =
k'+~~'+E'

X(f(k,~)+Q Q (21+1)F& (k,~)), (45)
z=o m=o

where

and

Fi (k,a)

t
"wp(k, k')k"dk'

f(k,~) = k"+-'~'+E' (46)

~kW
p(&k&, ac)(3 ak) dk'

„~(y)y"dy (47)
(k"+3~'+E') +'

4 We drop irrelevant numerical factors.

The integral in Eq. (23) defining wp(k, k') is then ele-
mentary and yields

wp(k, k')

2prb'd ( 1 1
(41)

kk' 01+d'(k —k')' 1+dP(k+k')'~
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We note that Ii& vanishes unless the y integrand is
even, that is, unless 3 and m are both even or both odd.
As we shall see, the contributions of the higher F~ to
the series for pp"' fall off rapidly with t and m and we
shall make the approximation of truncating the series,
keeping only Epp and F».

The integrals involved iil f, Fpp, and Fll can be done

by using in them the definitions (23) and (28) for wo

and 8'p~~ and interchanging the order of integration in
the resultant double integrals. We first quote the re-
sults and then outline their derivation. The results are:

for example, we have, on using (23) and (40),

r "io(~y)y'dy
f(k,«) = 4—~(bd)' ~f e-*j,(k,~)*'d~ ~

~. y'+~'(")

The y integration gives (lr/2x) exp[—xp(«p)7, and the
x integration is then elementary. For Fpp we get in the
same way

Fop
———4''(bd)'g exp( —x[1+n(«o)7}

Xjo(kox) jo(-,'«o~) ~dr.
2m'(bd)'

f(k,«) =-
kp'+ [1+P(«o) 7'

Fop(k, «) =
2lr'(bd)' [1+n(«o)7'+ (ko+-', «o)'

ln
3k,«, [1+n(«,)7'+ (ko ——',«o)''

3 (kp+-,'«p) «p

[1+n(«o)7'+ (ko+-,'«o)'

2lrp (bd) p [1+n («p) 7p+ (ko+ op«o) p

Fll(k, «) =- ln
9kp«p [1+u(«p)7'+(ko —-', «p)'

(48)

(49)

This can be done by using an integral representation'
for jp. Alternatively, we note that it is a special case
of a standard integral in the theory of Bessel functions, '
viz.

(g'+bo+co )
e 'j„(bt)j (ct)tdt= Q T T, (53)

2bc 4 2bc

where Q„ is a Legandre polynomial of the second kind.
For F~~ we are led to

Fll —— 87r(bd—)'Kp e *j p(kpx)j p(p«px)dS
Jp

where

I" j (*y)y'dy
X

"o [y'+n'(«o)7'
3 (ko -«o)«o

(50)
[1+n(«o)7' —(ko+o«o)'

Ep=Ed~ kp=kd, Kp= Kdr

The y integration in this last expression deserves some
(51a) comment. It is

n(«p) = (Eo'+3«o') l

P(«o) = (&o'+s«o')'. (51c)

p"j (~y)y'dy

"o (y'+n')'

Foo(k, «) =—2lr'(bd)'

3kp~p

3kpzp

[1+n(.,)7'+k,'+ (9«oo/4)
Xln

3kp~p

[1+n («o)7'+kp'+ (9«p'/4)

(52)

1= —4''(bd)'
[1+n( o)7'+ko'+(9 o'/4)

T

3 (ko«o) +.
([1+u(«o)7'+kp'+ (9«p'/4) }' I

The above results were derived as follows. For f(k,«),

By rewriting Eq. (49) and expanding as follows, we get
a useful series expression for Fpp.

for x different from zero. For @=0 the integral is zero;
therefore the integral is a discontinuous function of x
at @=0, but this causes no difhculty for our purposes.

Now we wish to calculate the function g(k) defined
by Eq. (35) for it is this that gives the effective poten-
tial according to Eq. (39). At this point it is useful to
be a little more explicit about g(k) and what it depends
on. For the exponential potential we deal with we shall
write g, &(kp E'p) instead of g(k), to emphasize that it
depends on k through the product kd and is a function
of Ed as well.

g(k) ~ g--. (kp, &p)

We note first that if we form getup(ko, ECp) with the zeroth
order iterate, it is independent of kp and Ep and is just.
equal to the square root of three.

g, p(kp, Ep) =%3, calculated with pp&'&.

In the next approximation we evaluate g,„~(kp,Ep)
with go&'&, using the above results for f, Fpp and Fll

~P. More and H. I'eshbach, Methods of Theoretica/ Physics
(McGraw Hill Book Colrlpall+» Illc.» Now York» t953)» p. 622.

6 P. Mor'se and H, I'eshbach, reference 5, p. 1575.
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(still dropping higher Ft~) We get

g,,(ko,Eo)

1+-',[kp'+ (1+Ep)']
'ko'--+[I+L3(ko)]'

4 ([1+a(kp)]o+4kps ) 2
+ ln) I+

3kp' 4 [1+cr(kp)]'+ kpP ) [I+cr(kp)]'+ ko'

l.7

O
bC

I.6

CL

l.5

4
ko

pZEROTH ITERATE

RATES

t'

g = too(ko, O)g. o (kp, Eo)ko'dkp top (ko,O)kppdkp

0 Jp

4
I
"g,„o(kp,Ep)kp'dkp

x~0 (1+kp')-'

Sy adding and subtracting the same quantity in Eq.
(55), it can be rewritten in terms of g:

b'4
I

"jo(kor/d)ko'dko
n, it(r) = —K3—g

(1+kps)'

[g,„(kp,Ep) —g) jp(kpr/d)kp'dkp

(1+kp')'
ol

eptt(r) = b'gV3e—
4b&3 r

"
[gpxo (ko,E'P) —g]jP (kPr/d)kP'dkP

(56)
"0 (1+kps)'

(54)
[1+et (kp)]'+4kp'.

In Fig. 1 we plot this expression for g, o(kpEp). We
see that for given E0 it is a function which drops
sharply from its value at the origin and then varies very
slowly. This has an interesting consequence for the
effective potential which we calculate from Eq. (39).
For if g, ~ were strictly a constant, we see that the
effective potential v,«(r) would be of exactly the same
shape as the interparticle potential v(r) but would be
stronger by the factor &3g, o. Now for g, p of the form
shown in Fig. 1, it is still a good approximation to assume
that 'v «(r) is the same shape but of different strength,

especially since in the calculation of v,«(r) from Eq. (39)
the values of g.„o near the origin (where it varies most
rapidly) are not weighed heavily due to the factor k'

in the integrand.
We can put this more precisely as follows. For the

exponential potential, Eq. (39) for v.«becomes

4~3bs t'" g p(ko, Eo)jo(kor/d)kosdko
jeff ~ (55)

~ ~o (I+kps)s

Now we define a constant g, which is essentially the
mean value of g, p(kp, E'o) [with weight function

wo(k, O)]:

FIG. 1. The function g p(kp, Ep) which gives the effective two-
body potential according to Eq. (55). As indicated, g,„p(kp Xp)
has the constant value Vj when evaluated with the zeroth order
iterate, Eq. (42). The curves give g, p as evaluated from the 6rst
iterate, Eq. (45).

Here we have written v, tt(r) as an exponential potential
with a strength b'p 3, plus a correction represented by
the integral term in the last equation. The point of
choosing g as we have is that, comparing (39) with

(56), it makes the exponential potential have the cor-
rect value at the origin; for y=0 the correction term
vanishes. We expect then that for r/d small the correc-
tion remains small; only when r/d becomes large com-
pared with unity does it become relatively large, but by
this time the potential is very small anyway. For this
section then we just take the first term in (56),

where
jeff beff e

b,«s =43gb'

(57)

(58)

P J. Biatt and V. Weisskopf, Theoretical Nuclear Physics (John
Wiley S Sons, Inc. , New York, 1952).

P W. Rarita and R. D. Present, Phys. Rev. Sl, 788 (1937).

Now it is easy to write the algorithm for finding the
three-body binding energy versus b If (57). is a good
approximation to the shape of the potential, then Ep
and b,«' are connected by the relation between poten-
tial strength and binding energy for the two-body prob-
lem. From a numerical value of Ep, we get a numerical
value of b, ff. But from this value of b,ff we get a value of
Li from Eq. (58) and so we can plot Epversus Li, or since'
b always enters multiplied by d, EC0 versus bd. This is
done in Fig. 1. In this 6gure we also compare our re-
sults with the variational results of Feshbach' on the
same problem. We see that our result for the absolute
magnitude of the energy is always Larger (the energy
itself, being negative, is always smaller) than the varia-
tional result. This is satisfactory in the sense that the
exact magnitude of the energy is necessarily larger than
the variational result, but of course it may be that the
values we get with the present method are too large.
Apropos of this we should remember that there is
evidence that the Feshbach variational result gives the
magnitude of the energy a few percent too small, for
bp about 2.8, by comparison with the more extensive
variational calculations of Rarita and Present. ' But
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even this comparison is not unambiguous, however,
since the Rarita and Present calculations were done for
spin-dependent forces. Of course for small bp, where the
variational calculation gives Ep near zero, the ratio of
our result to the variational one becomes infinite, but
this again is a consequence of the fact that the varia-
tional calculation necessarily gives the result Ep ——0 for
a larger value of bp th.an the true one.

0k"+3~'+E')
(59)

in the integrand. This factor is always less than unity
as can be seen by writing it in the form (3k'ir/
[k"+ (9x'/4)+ E'+4~']}'and noting that 3k'z is always

VII. ACCURACY OF THE APPROXIMATIONS

In this section we discuss the various approximations
we have made above.

First, we dropped all the F& except Fpp and P» in
expanding the integral in (43). To see what this in-
volves, let us first discuss the quantities F~ for a given
l. The nonvanishing integrals are then F~p F~g P~4 ~ ~ ~

for l even and Fg~, F~3, F~5 for l odd. The reason that
the magnitudes of these integrals decrease as m in-
creases is that successive integrals have an additional
factor

less than k"+9m'/4. Just how much less depends of
course on all three variables, but we can get an idea of
how this factor diminishes the integrals by calculating
Fp2 and comparing it with Fpp. We would then expect
roughly that Fp4 is smaller compared to Fp2 by the same
ratio that Fp2 is compared with Fpp. In addition to this
factor, the nz dependence of the y integral in Eq. (47)
tends to diminish successive integrals by a modest
factor of m. So we begin by calculating Pp&. If in the
definition (47) we set 1=0, m=2, do the y integration,
use the expression (28) for Wppp and change the orders
of the resultant double integration, we get

Fop(k, li) = —24&o'or(bd) Jt e 't"jp(kpx)
p

jo(xy')dy'
Xjo(go:ox)x'dx,

[y"+n'(~p)]'

The integration over y' in this last integral gives the
result (or/16n) (3—ax) exp( —nx) and this enables us to
do the integral over x. The result is somewhat lengthy
so instead we simply write down the quantity that
we really want for calculating g, o, namely Fpp(,'k, k).
For comparison we also write Fpo(-,'k, k) as derived
from (49)

2 ([1+u(kp)]'+4kp'
Fpp(-', k, k) = —2or'(bd)' in!

E [1+~(ko)]o+-koo

3[1+n (kp) ]3kp
J'op( —k, k) = —27ro(bd)o

2Q ([1+n(ko)] +skp /2} —(9/4)kp4

(9ko /4) —[[1+n(ko)] +5ko /2][5ko /2 —3[1+n(ko)] ]—n(ko)
([11m(k )'+5ko'/2]' 9ko'/4}'

From these formulas one can verify that Fp2 is at most
a few percent of Fpp which means that its neglect makes
an error of much less than a few percent in g, p so we
are safe in dropping it. From the remarks above, we
can feel confident that Fp4 is small compared to Fp2
and so is also negligible for our purposes.

Now we consider the integrals P~, of which we have
already calculated F». This is always smaller than Fpp
but must still be taken into account, as we have done.
But, as we have discussed above, we expect F~3 to be
smaller than P» for the same reasons that Fp~ is
smaller than Ppp and so we drop it and higher terms.
As to the terms P& for higher /, the increasingly high
order of the Sessel functions involved in the integrals
(47) tends to make them smaller and smaller, at least
for those values of k and ~ which are important for our
purposes, so we drop them all.

Now we discuss what was really the first approxima-

tion we made, namely, keeping only pp in the expansion
(15). To estimate the error involved, we proceed as
follows. Equations (31) are a coupled set of integral
equations that relate any g& to a sum over all other P& .
If, however, it is true that pp is large compared to the
higher pi, then we can keep on the right-hand side
only the term pp (which we already know approxi-
mately), and so get an estimate of pi as an integral
over Pp.

There are various factors on the right-hand side of
Eq. (31) which can reduce it identically to zero. Two
of these factors are [(—)"+(—)"]and C(/, 4, tp): The
first is zero if lp+lp is odd and the second is zero if
l+l&+lp is odd. From this we see that pi is identically
equal to zero, for either l,+ho or 1+1&+ho must be odd,
and one of the two factors just mentioned necessarily
vanishes. YVe turn to gp then and estimate it in the same
spirit. Thus we set l=2 in Eq. (31), and on the right-
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hand side retain only gp, i.e., set Ii=0. We also set
cosy'=y. Then we have

5 1

P (k, )= t dy I dk'yo(-,'k', k(y))k"
sxp(ks+-sKp+zs) ~

X P P (2lp+I) (2lp+1)i'&+'~L( —)'&+(—)'~$
l2=0 l3M

XC(2,lp, lp) Ws~pip(k, k', K)Pi&(y). (60)

For estimating Ps we follow the same procedure as for
finding the iterated solutions for pp, namely we put the
zeroth iterate for pp on the right-hand side

QO

3.0

'&PO

(3k'Ky)"
4p(-'k', k(y)) =2

~p (k&2+3K2+Es)m+1
(61)

I.O

Now we note that C(2,lp, lp) is zero unless ls and lp

satisfy the triangular equality, that is, unless 13 is one
of the values: is+2, is+1, Is, ls —1, l,—2. But for lp
= is+ 1 or lp —1 we see that (—)"+(—)"vanishes, and
we conclude that the only values of C(2, I&,lp) we must
consider are C(2,lp, Is+2), C(2,l&,l&), and C(2, ls, Is—2).
Now the higher the value of l2, the smaller the integrals
S'at2t3 tend to be, because the integrands involve
Sessel functions of higher orders. So we estimate the
term in (60) with ls ——0 and see what a contribution it
makes to P&. For l&

——0, the only nonvanishing coeffi-
cient is C(2,0,2) = ssand we can write, taking only the
rip= 0 term in the sum (61),

10(bd)'
jp(kpx)jp(-,'Kpx)

(k'+4sK'+E')~ p

Xexp( —x(1+cr (Kp) ))xdx.

The integral can be done using Eq. (53), and then ex-
panded in much the same way that led to Eq. (52) for
~00. We get

12(bd)P (kpKp)P

(k +4K'+E') ( [1+n(kp)]'+k '+9Kp'/4}'

If we compare this with the approximate expressions
(42) or (43) for pp, we see that p, is always small com-
pared with pp, it vanishes for either kp or Kp zero, but
even at points where it does not vanish it is generally
less than a few percent of pp.

Our third approximation was to use only the first
term in the expression (56) for n, ii(r). As we have indi-
cated this approximation is best for small r; in fact
the constant g was so defined that the correction terms
vanish for r=O. Referring to Fig. (1), we also see that
the deviation of s,ii(r) from a pure exponential potential
is largest for Eo small, where g, p deviates most from
the horizontal straight line that corresponds to a pure
exponential potential.

To get some idea of the effect of the correction terms
in (56), we have calculated them numerically for the
representative case E:0——2. We 6nd that these terms
strengthen the exponential potential, and in fact make

I.O 2.0
bo

3.0

FIG. 2. The three-body energy parameter Eo—=Ed plotted
against b0

—=bd for an exponential interparticle potential. The
upper curve is the result of the method of this paper using the
approximations represented by (54) and (57). The lower curve
gives values obtained with a simple variation function due to
Feshbach. In comparing these, one should note that it is known
that the Feshbach result for E'0 is too small by a few percent for
b0 around 2.8, by comparison with a result of Rarita and Present,
which result is itself based on a variational calculation.

its magnitude about three percent greater for r/d=1
and about ten percent greater for r/d= 2. We have not
taken this correction into account in calculating the
results shown in Fig. 2 for the energy eigenvalue.

Now we discuss the last approximation we made,
which was to use the first iterate Ppo& in evaluating

g &(kp, Ep). Here it is rather more difficult to estimate
the errors involved, and we must content ourselves with
qualitative remarks.

Hopefully, we can get some idea of the accuracy of
the first iterate by investigating the analogous iteration
procedure for the two-body problem, for which one can
find the exact solution to compare with successive
iterates. This is done in the Appendix, and the results
are plotted in Fig. 3. We see that the first iterate makes
an appreciable correction to the zeroth order functions,
but even so the error that remains is appreciable for the
larger values of the variable. There is no reason to
expect that the same iteration procedure as applied to
the three-body proble~ will give much better results
(and in fact no reason to suspect it will give much
worse results) .It should be remembered, however, that in
calculating the eigenvalue for the three-body problem we
use not the wave function pp(k, K) itself, but the character-
istic ratio pp(-', k,k)/pp(k, O). To repeat an earlier remark,
it seems likely that this ratio is rather insensitive to
errors in the wave function itseU and may be given
relatively accurately even by the first order iterate.
One piece of evidence that points in this direction is the
fact that although the zeroth and first iterates differ
appreciably, especially for large values of the arguments,
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l.0

0.8

0.6

The point of view presented in this paper can be
generalized to more complicated problems. For ex-
ample, for the symmetric four-body problem which is
the analog of the one we treat, we can generalize the
wave functions (10) in an obvious way. The same re-
mark holds for the symmetric S-body problem. It
remains to be seen whether the transformations of co-
ordinates and integrations that would be involved in
reducing these problems to an "equivalent two-body
problem" can in fact be worked out.

0.4

0.2

~ 0 I.O 2.0 3.0
kd

FIG. 3. Comparison of the zeroth order approximation goo&'& (ko)
and the 6rst iterate goo &'& (ko) with the exact wave function for the
two-body problem with exponential potential for 2Ed= 1..

the change in g, ~ as calculated with these two iterates
is relatively small.

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this section we make some Anal remarks. We would
emphasize that the paper is really divided into two
parts. First is the derivation of the equations which
determine the wave function when it is written in the
special form (10) and the discussion which shows that
it can be expanded and truncated, leading to the basic
equation (32). The second part of the paper is an
approximate method for solving this equation and ex-
tracting its eigenvalue. But the merits of writing the
wave function as we have done should be weighed in
their own right, independently of this approximation
method, for it is not likely that it is the last word on the
subject. We have simply tried to see how far we could

get using the simplest analytic techniques. If one wanted
to resort to machine computation, possibly even just
straightforward machine iteration of Eq. (32), it seems
likely that one could solve it to any desired accuracy.

There is some resemblance between this paper and
the work of Svartholm. ' The points of resemblance
are that we both use momentum space and both use an
iteration technique. The essential differences are in the
way we choose to write the wave function, which has
the all-important consequence that the expansion (15)
converges well enough that we can limit it to its 6rst
term, and in the fact that Svartholm's method is a
variational one whereas ours is not.

'
¹ Svartholm, thesis, Lund, 1945 (unpublished).

(~'—~')~(r) = n(r) ~(r)

where, as in the text,

r&(r) =mv (r)jh' I&.'= m! E&/ft'

(A.1)

and we have assumed that E is negative, corresponding
to a bound state. We define the Fourier transform (pk)
of the wave function by

1
p(r) = '

@(k) exp(ik r)dk.
(2&r) i~

(A.2)

p(k) satisfies the integral equation LSchrodinger equa-
tion in momentum spacej

1
t (yk')ro(k —k')dk', (A.3)

(2&r)'(k'+E') &

where, as in the text LEq. (21)j,

zv(k —k') =
~

v(r) exp! i(k—k') r$dr. (A.4)

Again as in the text, we write

~(l —k') =P P ~, (k,k') V,„*(n.) V,.(~4), (A.5)
l=o na=—l

where
f

w&(k, k') =4&r r&(r)j&(kr) j&(k'r)r'dr.
Jo

(A.6)

Now we expand g(k) in spherical harmonics,

~(k) =Z ~ -(k) V -(f).),
and put this and Eq. (A.5) into Eq. (A.3) to get a set.

APPENDIX. TWO-BODY PROBLEM

For reference we collect here some general results for
the two-body problem, viz. , two particles of mass m
bound by a, potential V(r). It is convenient to have a
notation as similar as possible to the three-body nota-
tion, and to this end we use the same symbols for the
two-body functions as for their three-body analogs, but
with a tilde over the two-body functions. Thus we call
the wave function for relative motion if(r) (r is of
course the relative coordinate). It satisfies the Schrod-
inger equation
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r)(r) = wp(k, 0)jp(kr)r'dr.
21r2 0

(A.8)

Now we turn to the second subject of this Appendix:
some results on an iteration procedure" as applied to
the S-state two-body equation,

~oo(k) =— 1 00

goo�(k')

wo(k, k') k'sdk'. (A.9)
2s'(k'+E') ~ p

This is an equation which resembles the three-body
equation (32) of the text, and our hope is that it will
serve as at least a rough guide to the question of the
convergence of the iteration procedure used there. We
shall discuss the exponential

r) (r) f)oe r/ d—
since that is one for which the Schrodinger equation can
be solved exactly (for states of zero angular momen-
tum), and we begin by summarizing the exact results.
The solution of the radial wave equation for /=0 is
expressed in terms of Bessel functions, and the condition
that the wave function be finite at the origin leads to
the equation

J,zd(2bd) =0,

which for a given bd determines Ed or vice versa. For
the numerical work it is convenient to choose values of
2M which make the Bessel function have integral order,
for example,

2Ed = 1 for 2bd =3.832

2Ed = 2 for 2bd =5.136

Once the eigenvalues have been determined, the mo-
mentum wave function gop(k) is given by (dropping
irrelevant normalizing factors)

4oo(k) 4c jo(kr) Jozd(2bde "od)rdr.
0

If we expand the Bessel function in this last integral
and integrate term by term, we get a series representa-
tion for ppp. For example, for 2Ed= 1 we get'

1 (1.916)'
oo

( 0 I] I(]+4koo) 1 I2 l(9+4kps)

(1.916)4

2!3!(25+4kp')
—.~ ~ I, (A.10)

where ko ——kd.

"Also compare E. E. Salpeter, Phys. Rev. 84, 1226 {1951).

of uncoupled equations for the functions pl

1 ~00

e-(k) =- (pl~(k')wl(k, k')k"dk'. (A.i)
2s'(k'+E') ~ o

Finally, we remark that by using Eq. (A.6) and the
Fourier-Bessel inversion theorem we can express o(r)
in terms of wp(k, 0):

eoo") (kp)
1 t

"
I

" e "jo(koy)jo(ko'y)ko"y'dko'dy

ko'+Eo'do ~o kp" +Eoo

The double integral can be done, using first

l "jp(ko'y)ko"dko' e xo"

2
"o ko"+Eo' y

and we get

oo(

(kos+Eps) Lkpo+ (1+Ep)'g

It is easy to see that the higher iterates lead to essen-
tially the same integrals as those above, and we can
immediately write down the results:

Lk, +E,qLk, +(I+E,)qP, +(2+E,) j'

yoo'") ~
Lko'+Ep'jLkp'y (1+Ep)'] Lko'+ (n+Ep)']

To give an idea of the accuracy one gets by this
iteration technique, we compare the correct wave
function, as given by (A.10), with successive iterates
for the case 2Ed= 1. The results are plotted in Fig. 3.

We note, as expected, that the error in the iterated
functions gets large for large values of the variables.
We also note that the zeroth iterate is quite far off,
which is not unexpected since it is independent of the
potential shape. For most values of the variables we
also see that the first iteration does much of the cor-
rection, i.e., it differs much more from the zeroth iterate
than the second does from the first. We remark 6nally
that one gets similar results for other values of Ed;
they are slightly worse for 2Ed greater than unity and
somewhat better for 2Ed less than unity.

Now we turn to the approximate, iterated solutions
of Eq. (A.9). As we have mentioned in the text we
expect that, at. least for short-range forces, the function
1/(k'+E') is a good approximation to 4)p(k) for small
k. We take this as our zeroth iterate,

ypp&o) = 1/(ko+Eo),

and de6ne an eth iterate by

l~ Pop&" ) (k)wo(k, k')k"dk' ~

2or'(k'+Eo) ~ p

We consider the first iterate. It is

l
"wp(k k')k"dk'

ppl)) (k)
k2+E2g o k 2+E2

4mb' {
"

t

"e "l"jp(kr) jo(k'r)r'k"drdk'

k'+E'J, ~o k"+E'
In terms of ko=kd ED=Ed,


